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Generations of ethnologists and anthropologists have been fascinated by the diversity of language 

forms and their use in various societies. Investigation of language led to understanding that this way 

of communication is quite distinct from communication within nonhuman species. The study of 

language has been central to the social sciences and humanities since their beginnings. Many features 

of language evoked theoretical and methodological discussions which pointed to a complex nature of 

this phenomenon.  

Communication always encompasses various interpretations and signals costlier than words. For 

human communication it is central to read “between the lines” to understand intentions, not just 

verbatim meaning. Each speech has its own distinctive features – specific rules of interaction and 

norms of interpretation. Furthermore, language can be helpful instrument of inclusion as well as 

exclusion and, therefore, the reproduction of social inequality. In the contemporary globalized world, 

which is full of intercultural challenges, research on communicative competences, performances, 

practices and understanding of legal implications of communicated texts is gaining more attention.  

The editors of Ethnologia Slovaca et Slavica invite analytic, theoretical or synthetic articles, research 

reports, essays and discussions in the fields of ethnology, social and cultural anthropology and related 

scholarly disciplines, focused especially (not, however, exclusively) on the following issues: 

• Theoretical and methodological challenges in the study of language 

• Ethnography of communication 

• Language, trust and cooperation 

• Language and public service interpreting  

• Law, legalese and plain language 

• Language and kinship, intergenerational communication 

• Language of in-group and out-group, Language, power, discrimination 

• Language and religion 

• Language, politics, propaganda 

• Language, care and education 

• Language, services and institutions 

• Language ideologies  

• Language and myths, language and ritual, language in folklore  

• Metaphors and communication 

• Language, humour, laughter 

• Language and silence 

Submission guidelines: please follow the guidelines for submissions as given on the website of  

Ethnologia Slovaca et Slavica: https://fphil.uniba.sk/katedry-a-odborne-pracoviska/katedra-

etnologie-a-muzeologie/etnologia/ethnologia-slovaca-et-slavica/pokyny-pre-prispievatelov/  

Please send your abstract as an e-mail attachment to the editors, at etnologia.slovaca@gmail.com 

until 15 March 2022. 

Final date for papers: 30 May 2022. 
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